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Introduction
Inherent fabric anisotropy is known to
develop in sands when depos ited in
air or water, aligning their faces
normal fa the direction of deposition
resulting in an anisotropic mechanica l
behav iour. Thus, the inherent
anisotropy was defined by
Casagrande and Carillo ( 1944) as ' a
phys ical characteristic inherent in the
mater ial and entirely independent of
the app lied strains ' , Therefore, it is
logical to expect sand to behave
an isotropical ly with regard to its
mechanical behaviour (Oda, 1972). In
this context, it \vould also be prudent
to know how profound the anisotrop ic
behaviour would be due to the
influence of degree of particle
elongation which is conven iently
defined by the aspect ratio.

In th is study, two series of triaxial
tests are carr ied out on inherently

, an isotropic dry sand having distinctly
different aspec t ratios. Further, a
numerical investigation is carried out
on an inherently anisotropic sand
under biaxial stress conditions using a
2D discrete element method (DEM)
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Methodology
Two sand samples (Gs=2.66)
categorised as ' moderately elongated'
and ' highly elongated ' were prepared
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manually to carry out triaxia l tests
(interna l diameter 37 mm and height
75 mm) so that the plane of
deposition makes an ang le of (90-B)0
to the direction of major principal
stress . The value of ewas selected to
be 0°, 30°, 45°, 60° and 90°. The
preparation of the sample was
faci litated by a wooden rod whose
one end has been cut at an angle of fT'
to its longitudinal axis (Figure I ) . The
triaxial dra ined compression tests
were carried out on the above
inherently anisotropic sand samples
(void ratio=O.70) under a cell pressure
of 100 kPa.
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Figure 1. Preparation of inherently
anisotropic sand sample
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Figure 2, Modeling of a sand
particle for aspect ra tio (a) 1.7 (b) 2

The numerical analyses to simulate
the laboratory triaxial tests were
carried out using DEM utilizing the
software PFCllJ (Itasca, 2004). The
elongat ed shape ofa sand particle was
modelled by a number of circular
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Figure 4. Relati ons of deviat or stress
a nd ax ial strafn for (lI)moderately (b)
high I)' elongated sa nd

Figure 3. O rientation of pa rtic les
for 0 = 00. 45° and 900

particl es clumped together to
represent a predefined aspect ratio. In
this ana lysis . aspect ratios of 1.7 and
2 were selected (F igure 2). Inherently
anisotropic spec imens of cross
sectional dimensions 38 mm x 76 mm
and length 1000 mm were prepared
for biaxial load ing tests by arranging
the clumped part icles to have an
orientat ion of 00

, 15°, 30°. 45°. 60°.
75° or 900 (Figure 3) .
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Figure 5. Relations between st res.. ratio
at fai lure with inclination a ngle

Resu lts
The dev iator stress-axia l stra in
relationships obtained from triaxia l
tests are shown in Figure 4 and the
relationsh ip of stre ss ratio at failure
with inclination angle is shown in
Figure 5 for moderate ly and highly
elongated sand . The stress rat io
incl ination angle relations obta ined in
the DEM analyses are shown in
Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the variation
of pea k mobi lised frict ion angle
obta ined experimentally and from the
OEM analyses .
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Figure 6. Variation of st ress ra tio wit h
inclina tion an gle (DEM )
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Figure 7. Va riat ion of pea k mobil ized
Irlcno n angfe with inclinat ion angle

Discussion
The DEM simulation was carried out
using partic les of unifonn size and
constant aspect ratio aligned in a truly
inherent ly an isotropic orientation.
However, the sand samples prepared
for the laboratory tests did 110t
conform to such an idea lisation .
Neverthe less. the influence of
inherent anisotropy on the shear
strength is quite similar in both
laboratory as u:ell as numerical
analyses. In both cases. the max imum
stress ratio at fai lure occ urs when the
major princ ipa l stress is normal to the
longitud inal ax is of the particles. This
can be expected as such an initia l
or ientation is the most stab le. The
minimum strength occurs when the
plane of deposition is incl ined at an
angle of about 45° to the direction of
major principa l stress. In this
orientation. the shear plane gets more
or less para lle l to the bedding plane
and therefore, shows the minimum
strength. Although, it is possib le to
ex pect the parti cles to be of low
strength when the major principa l
stress is applied a long the plane of
long ax is. it appears that the particles
rea lign and lock into voids within the
particle assembly which inhibits
further particle rotation thereby
showing a higher strength. Further. it
is observed that the assembly
cons ist ing of particles having the
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higher aspect ratio shows the lower
strength. This can be attr ibuted. to the
fact that the higher aspect ratio
faci litates the format ion of shear
bands at a lower axia l strain.
However. such a phenomenon is not
operative for more stable part icle
orientations (9=0°) where the effect
of aspect rat io is insignificant.

Concl usion s
( I) The lowest va lue of shear
strength is obtained when the
direction of longitudinal axis of sand
particles is .inclined at an angle
between 3 00~ 45 0 to the direction of
major principa l stress. Increase of
aspect ratio further reduces this shear
strength.
(2) The Infl uence of inherent
anisotro py is more profound for
particl es with higher aspect rat io .
(3 ) Th e effect of aspect ratio on
the shear strength is insignificant
when the longitudinal axis of particles
is aligned either parallel or normal to
the direct ion of maj or principal stress.
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